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With Infor Fashion, you get a purpose-built,
comprehensive suite of solutions with a
micro-vertical focus.
Specialized tools:

For your industry

–– Accelerate new product introductions.

Industry-specific capabilities, including assortment management,

–– Respond quickly to changing market demands.

sourcing, demand management, production management, and tactical as

–– Achieve quick growth in a highly competitive market.
–– Improve performance of a complex supply chain.
–– Enhance demand planning and forecasting.
–– Get better control over inventories.
–– Collaborate with your value chain partners.

well as operational supply chain planning.
–– Modern solution with a beautiful new user experience, enterprise

collaboration framework, and pervasive analytics embedded through
process flows.
–– Integrated solution suite with out-of-the-box connections between

ERP and product lifecycle management, ERP and supply chain
planning, ERP and demand planning…and more.
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Infor Fashion solution map
Infor SoHo User Experience
Infor Motion™ Mobile Apps

Infor Ming.le™ Social Business

Analytics Pervasive, Embedded Business Intelligence
Product lifecycle
management

Supply chain execution

Production

Sales management

Compliance

Strategic & tactical
planning

Warehouse
management

Procurement &
supplier collaboration

Finance

Human capital
management

Marketing

eCommerce

Finance

Distribution

Plant & asset
management

Technology
Local.ly Cloud-based Localizations

Infor ION® Integration, Workflow, Alerts, Business Vault,
Business Intelligence

Infor Mongoose Rapid Application Development

Infor Business Cloud™ Hybrid, SaaS
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Fashion capabilities
Apparel

Footwear

Manufacturing, source and
distribute, private brand retail,
vertically integrated companies

Manufacturing, source and
distribute and private brand
retail companies

Manufacturing, source and
distribute and private brand
retail companies

Flexible 4-dimensional matrix

Size and width compatible matrix

Style and non-style items

Size translation matrix

Multi-companies, divisions, sites

Multi-language

Support for multi-brand

Multi level inventory planning

Cash flow planning with
predictive receipt

Forecasting and
demand planning

Bulk order and
call off management

Sourcing milestone tracking

Assortment planning

Kit and prepack management

Complex assemblies

Attribute management
for dye lots

Quality management

Product lifecycle management

Support for retailer
EDI standards

Subcontracted products

Light to dark processing

Engineering change management

Consignment stock

Integrated plant maintenance—
asset intensive

Commodity market inventory
pricing/ costing

Financial localizations

Advanced product costing

Accessories

Home Textiles

Luxury

Textile and yarn production

Verticalized supply chain, often
with own manufacturing

Style, discrete,
or process items
Multi-currency

Fabric and trim development
Mass customization and
embellishment
Managing complex supply
chain order networks
Piece and time
based planning
Learning curves
Integrated production planning
and optimization—Planning and
Scheduling Workbench

eCommerce B2B and B2C
including personalization (mass
customization/ individualization)
Supplier portal
Store clustering and
push planning
Warehouse management
and mobile solutions
Package management
and SSCC labeling
Subcontracted operations
Last management
Factored receivables

Production planning
and optimization
Quality control

Mostly private brand owners
Mix of style and non-style items,
serialized and non serialized
Multi-company, divisions, sites
Attribute management for
gems and more

Retail POS integration
to own stores
Corporate governance
Liability planning
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Resources
Brochures
Streamline your Infor Fashion implementation.
Read the brochure, Infor Implementation Accelerator for Fashion.

White papers
Find out how a lean supply chain can help you respond more
effectively to change. Read the white paper: A lean supply chain is
the key to fashion business success.

Find out how to respond faster to trends. Watch the video.
Learn about Infor Fashion’s specialized capabilities for apparel
manufacturers. Read the brochure.
Luxury-specific challenges require a luxury-specific solution.
Infor Fashion provides total luxury support regardless of your
business model. Find out how.
Infor Fashion is designed for footwear companies that
design, source and distribute as well as manufacturers.
Read the brochure.

If you’re involved in producing sportswear and sporting
goods, Infor Fashion can deliver. Read the Infor Fashion for
Sportswear and Sporting Goods brochure.

Learn how assortment planning and replenishment of store
merchandise can help you get the right product mix in each
store at any point in time. Read the white paper.
Discover some of the cost-saving measures implemented
by industry-leading performers, including Infor customers.
Read the white paper.
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Resources
Customer stories

Infor 10x suite for Infor Fashion

Team apparel manufacturer and distributor Augusta
Sportswear has been able to increase its transactional
volume, thanks to the fashion-specific capabilities of Infor M3.

Infor 10x Starter Guide

Read the story. Watch the video.

eBrief: Infor 10x Specialized by industry

Apparel retailer L.L. Bean lacked integration between finance
and payroll. Now with Infor Lawson solutions, ramping up
11,000 employees at peak season is seamless. Watch the video.
Military uniform manufacturer Propper International uses
Infor’s M3 solutions to integrate its processes and improve
decision making. Watch the video to find out more.
Red Wing Shoe Company has improved user experience,
decreased call center volume by double digits, and received
tremendous customer feedback since implementing Infor
e-Commerce. Read their story.
Retailer Tommy Bahama has developed a better
understanding of its customers, thanks to Infor Epiphany.
Find out how.

More information

Contact Infor

About Infor
Infor is fundamentally changing the way information is published and consumed in the enterprise,
helping 70,000 customers in 194 countries improve operations, drive growth, and quickly adapt to
changes in business demands. To learn more about Infor, please visit www.infor.com.

Disclaimer
This document reflects the direction Infor may take with regard to the specific product(s) described in
this document, all of which is subject to change by Infor in its sole discretion, with or without notice to
you. This document is not a commitment to you in any way and you should not rely on this document
or any of its content in making any decision. Infor is not committing to develop or deliver any specified
enhancement, upgrade, product or functionality, even if such is described in this document.
Copyright © 2013 Infor. All rights reserved. The word and design marks set forth herein are trademarks and/or registered
trademarks of Infor and/or related affiliates and subsidiaries. All other trademarks listed herein are the property of their
respective owners.
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